While Exploring the Exhibit Hall—Take Your Picture With:

- A Minnesota state gemstone—banded crystallized form of silica—found near Lake Superior
- A cephalopod with a shell
- An extinct species
- The Duluth Aerial Lift Bridge
- Minnesota’s state fish
- An aquatic invertebrate
- Minnesota’s largest species of turtle
- An albino animal
- An amphibian with external gills
- The tallest land mammal in MN and largest member of the deer family
- A friend in a boat
- The largest fish living in Lake Superior
- The only freshwater cod
- A poem you created in the Shipwrecks Alive! Exhibit
- Equipment used to explore underwater
- An amphora pot
- The African Cichlid that most closely relates to your personality
- A fish native to Minnesota that is invasive elsewhere
- A fish with a fierce reputation and a red belly
- An animal that electrocutes its prey

Total Challenges Completed: _______/20

Team Name(s):
Great Lakes Aquarium Selfie Challenge
Teacher Key

1. A Minnesota state gemstone— banded crystallized form of silica—found near Lake Superior (Agate-Origins Exhibit)
2. A cephalopod with a shell (Chambered Nautilus-Origins Exhibit)
3. An extinct species (Placoderm or fish fossil-Origins Exhibit)
4. The Duluth Aerial Lift Bridge (Could be taken outside or from first or second floor windows)
5. Minnesota’s state fish (Walleye-St. Louis River Exhibit or Critter Corner)
6. An aquatic invertebrate (Animal without a spine: Octopus, Nautilus, Jellyfish, Coral)
7. Minnesota’s largest species of turtle (Common Snapping Turtle-Wetlands Exhibit)
8. An albino animal (Absence of skin pigment: Lake Trout, Bullfrog, Painted Turtle)
9. An amphibian with external gills (Mudpuppy-Outside Wetlands Exhibit)
10. The tallest land mammal in MN and largest member of the deer family (Moose-Critter Corner)
11. A friend in a boat (Freshwater Forest or Unsalted Seas Exhibits)
12. The largest fish living in Lake Superior (Lake Sturgeon-Isle Royale or Unsalted Seas Exhibits)
13. The only freshwater cod (Burbot/Eelpout-St. Louis River or Isle Royale Exhibit)
14. A poem you created in the Shipwrecks Alive! Exhibit (Word tiles-Shipwrecks Alive! Exhibit)
15. Equipment used to explore underwater (SCUBA diving gear-Shipwrecks Alive! Exhibit)
16. An amphora pot (Clay pot used to haul liquids in Roman times-Shipwrecks Alive! Exhibit)
17. The African Cichlid that most closely relates to your personality (Unsalted Seas Exhibit)
18. A fish native to Minnesota that is invasive elsewhere (Smallmouth Bass-Invasive Exhibit)
19. A fish with a fierce reputation and a red belly (Red-bellied Piranha-Amazon Exhibit)
20. An animal that electrocutes its prey (Electric Eel-Amazon Exhibit)

Total Challenges Completed: _______/20
Team Name(s):